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(Pick-Up)...

G: MANDOLIN SOLO...

F

(G): 2-Measure Pentatonic Lick with Back-Stepping...

(G) - Again...

F

(G): 2-Measure Pentatonic Lick with Back-Stepping...

(G): Diatonic Lick...

C (Diatonic Lick)...

F (Diatonic Lick)...

C (Diatonic Lick)...

F (Diatonic Lick)...

C (Diatonic Lick)...

G (Blues-Scale Based)...

(G): 2-Measure Pentatonic Lick with Back-Stepping...
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F (Diatonic Lick)...

C (Diatonic Lick)...

F (Diatonic Lick)...

C (Diatonic Lick)...

G

(G): 2-Measure Pentatonic Lick with Back-Stepping...

G: END...
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